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ABSTRACT
Queries to information systems return results whose quality
is not described explicitly . We argue that data providers
have both the incentives and the technical means to make
quality of data explicit, and that data consumers may ex-
ploit such metadata to reach informed data acceptability
decisions. We propose a data model and architecture for
addressing this problem in a practical and scalable way, and
report on our experience with a prototype implementation
for a real industrial use case.

1. INTRODUCTION
The proper execution of data-intensive business processes
relies upon the exchange of data among interconnected in-
formation systems. When data that is created and main-
tained by original sources propagates through downstream
systems, so does its quality, in particular for data that is
central to a number of applications. In the public sector, for
example, vital records about local businesses are likely to be
joined with related information in several other databases in
order to support dedicated applications (eg for internal rev-
enues management). In this case, poor quality of the central
vital records may result in incorrect tax assessments, for ex-
ample.

A number of approaches and methodologies, some of them
quite successful, have been proposed for improving the qual-
ity levels of the data; it is not the goal of this work to recall
or add to such collection. Rather, we note that even after
cleaning has been performed on a data source, the prob-
lem remains that other systems which depend on that data
are completely unaware of its computed quality levels. We
argue that, in contexts like cooperative data exchange, or
data marketing, providing explicit quality meta data along-
side the data would benefit both provider and consumers.

Data exchanges in cooperative systems are usually defined
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as part of some over-arching process that crosses the indi-
vidual system’s interfaces. In this non-competitive scenario,
data providers and consumers share a common interest in
preventing process failures by supporting quality-aware data
exchanges. Attempts have previously been made to design
a brokering infrastructure to support quality-aware data ex-
change in cooperative systems [9, 10]. The same authors
also sketched a data model for presenting quality metadata
to the consumer, called a quality certificate [4]. To the best
of our knowledge, however, there is no documentation of this
model being put to the test on real use cases.

With data marketing, information is viewed as an asset with
an associated market price, which can be sold to third par-
ties for profit. In this case, the incentive for data providers
to make quality assessments available comes from the mar-
ket. As proposed in [3], for example, it is possible to link
the price of goods to their quality, in such a way that uncer-
tainty in quality determines a reduction in price, according
to a contingency pricing scheme. Specifically, it is argued
that the price of information can be a function of quality,
provided that perceived quality is “objectively verifiable”.
In practice, “the contingency pricing framework works well
when the information infrastructure enables easy quantifi-
cation, capture, verification and dissemination of quality
and performance information”. Throughout their exposi-
tion, however, the authors leave the elements that make up
quality meta-information unspecified –as expected of a gen-
eral framework.

The work presented in this paper is motivated by the need to
make such quality meta-information available to consumers
in a precise and actionable manner. With traditional goods,
such as food, legislation has been put in place to make sure
that appropriate quality controls are applied to the produc-
tion process in a documented and standard way; this results
in labels being available to the consumer, eg carrying the
expiry date of the product. As a result, when consumers
buy food they effectively decide to trust this certification
process, the labels being their only clue to quality.1

We argue that a similar certification process should be devel-
oped for information goods, to achieve a win-win scenario:
data consumers should be provided with sufficient and fair
quality information, so that sensible data acceptability de-
cisions can be reached at the time data is obtained. At

1Of course, brand reputation also plays an important role.



the same time, the provider benefits in terms of reputation
and credibility. However, it should be clear that we are
not advocating certification-by-legislation; since computing
quality metadata is generally regarded as expensive, data
providers should balance this cost with expected business
benefits, and freely provide any type of quality metadata
that they perceive will bring added value to their data.

One way to address the problem could be to augment a
query language like SQL with features to specify constraints
on quality metrics of interest. This is the approach taken
for example in [2], where a novel framework for negotiating
quality contracts is supported by extending a quality of ser-
vice modelling language, QML [6]. This approach, however,
assumes that users be aware of the available quality met-
rics, and that they have a realistic expectation about their
values for the specific data resulting from a query. In this
paper, we propose a practical way to convey this informa-
tion to the users, so that they can pose reasonable follow-up,
quality-aware queries.

Firstly, we propose a simple semi-structured model for shar-
ing quality meta-information between data providers and
consumers. This model accommodates a provider-defined
collection of quality indicators, which provide insight into
the expected quality of the delivered information. These
may include measures of data completeness, accuracy, con-
sistency, and so forth, according to established classifications
for quality properties, or dimensions [13]. Indicators are of-
ten data-specific, for instance the expected average syntactic
correctness of a set of business addresses.

While indicators are useful to convey the available quality
meta-information about data, they are often expressed at a
low level and may be difficult for users to understand; fur-
thermore, they do not, by themselves, provide criteria for
data acceptability, often summarized by the term “fitness
for use” in the literature. Thus, our model also includes a
way to specify a collection of user-defined, domain-specific
functions that express the user’s perception of data quality
in a more intuitive way, by mapping indicators to a collec-
tion of quality ratings. The specific rating functions used
in the prototype, described in detail in Section 4, are mod-
elled as decision trees: each node in the tree evaluates an
expression on the value of a single indicator, for instance
the estimated syntactic correctness of an address; the out-
come determines a partial rating and indicates which node
is visited next further down the tree. A formula is used to
assign an overall rating when one of the leaves is reached.
Note that quality ratings have been used in the past, for
instance in the context of data integration of heterogeneous
and possible mutally inconsistent data sources [11, 1].

The primary original contribution of our work is in the def-
inition of a data architecture for the implementation and
delivery of quality metadata, and the practical demonstra-
tion of its feasibility. The user interaction model can be
summarized as follows:

• When users issue queries to the provider, the query
processor returns both the query result, and a collec-
tion of quality indicator values associated to each data
item in the result;

• Users may request that one or more quality rating
models of their choice be applied to the indicators;

• In order to make the quality meta-information prac-
tically manageable for large result sets, the provider
computes a summary aggregate of the indicators and
of the rating values, called data summary quality pro-
files;

• Along with the indicator values, the provider also re-
turns a description of the types of indicators, which
includes details on how their values are computed

We use the term quality certification to refer to all of these
activities, namely: computing quality indicators, associat-
ing them to query results, computing quality rating func-
tions and summary quality profiles, and finally, delivering
this information to the data consumer. Note that we as-
sume that providers are fair and do not attempt to provide
false quality metadata; in the scenario supported by our cur-
rent architecture, no third party authority is introduced to
guarantee fairness.

A prototype of the architecture has been implemented in
collaboration with a large consortium for information sys-
tems development for public sector data, based in Italy. The
implementation is done as part of a pilot project to demon-
strate the feasibility of quality-aware data exchange and
marketing, and is based on actual production data describ-
ing regional businesses; indicators are obtained from quality
assessment analysis that is already part of the consortium’s
data management procedures.

In the rest of this paper we describe our use case for certi-
fication (Section 2), followed by the data model for quality
certification (Section 3) and its syntax; we introduce the
concept of quality rating (Section 4) and the data architec-
ture for delivering certified data, in Section 5. Our early
experiments have highlighted issues regarding the applica-
bility of quality certification principles to information sys-
tems on a larger scale, prompting us to analyse the overall
cost of setting up quality certification in a systematic way.
We conclude the paper with a brief analysis on reusability
and cost-effectiveness of scaling our approach to the enter-
prise level.

2. A QUALITY CERTIFICATION SCENARIO
Our quality certification experiment is set in the context
of a pilot project on data exchange in cooperative infor-
mation systems, promoted by CSI-Piemonte (“Consortium
for Information Systems”, CSI for short), a public consor-
tium with over fifty members serving the public sector ICT
needs for Piedmont, one of Italy’s largest regions. Currently
the largest Italian ICT company involved in e-government
projects, CSI develops and maintains information systems
that manage most of the regional public sector data, rang-
ing from healthcare, to taxation, education, environmental
health, and so forth.

For CSI, system interoperability is critical to the deploy-
ment of cooperative processes, and efforts are under way
to standardize its data exchange protocols; making quality
metadata explicit is part of this effort. The current project



aims at demonstrating the practical feasibility of certifica-
tion, by showing that (i) quality metadata can be created by
data owners at reasonable cost; (ii) it may be passed on to
downstream systems using a standardized format, and (iii)
it adds value to the data by providing decision elements for
its acceptability.

The experiment is centered around the strategic AAEP sys-
tem2, which maintains vital data on regional businesses (i.e.
their tax ID, official names, addresses, legal status, and
so forth). The database contains just below two million
records. Note that this large number, well above the number
of actual regional businesses, is due to the fact that AAEP
records each business location for each company separately
(including local branches of more global companies). AAEP
receives batches of data from five upstream providers, which
are informally endorsed with different authoritativeness on
the data, and at various frequencies. The quality of AAEP’s
data content is affected by these providers, and it propagates
downstream to multiple consumer systems – see Figure 1.
These systems include analytics applications (eg for busi-
ness demographics), but also, more critically, business tax
revenue management applications. As the figure shows, mul-
tiple data feeds supply these systems with redundant data
about businesses’ vitals; among these feeds, AAEP is con-
sidered to be the one with the highest quality, and is used as
a reference, allowing completeness and consistency to be en-
forced. Making its data feed quality-certified would provide
consumers with valuable information for quality assessment
purposes.

A number of systems are periodically updated by AAEP
using large batches of data, which may realistically include
most of the database contents. Thus, the following certi-
fication scenario has been envisioned. To begin, a human
operator for a downstream system requests a large update
from AAEP. We have considered two main batches, in the
range of about 1.8 million and .58 million records.3 Along
with the update request, operators may specify one of a set
of pre-defined quality rating models that should be applied
to the batches. These models are implemented and main-
tained by AAEP. In addition to normal query processing,
the data flow implemented by AAEP now involves an addi-
tional lookup into a quality indicators repository, where the
metadata is indexed by data identifier; a summary quality
profile is computed using the available indicator values, and
the requested quality ratings are computed. The resulting
metadata is returned to the operator along with the query
result, encoded as a separate XML document; finally, a ded-
icated graphical interface displays the quality profile.

As mentioned, the summary profile only includes statistics
about the indicators’ values, rather than the value of the in-
dicators themselves. For this reason, once users have deter-
mined appropriate thresholds for data acceptability, a sec-
ond query is issued to AEEP, which fetches all and only the
data that satisfy the threshold criteria. This second inter-
action with the system is not part of the current prototype.

2AAEP – “Anagrafe Attività Economiche e Produttive”
3These two batches includes the records for all active busi-
nesses, and for comparison, the subset of those records that
originated from the more authoritative of the data sources.

3. DATA MODEL FOR INDICATORS
Data quality certification is about computing certain types
of indicator values for the data, annotating them with suit-
able descriptors, and encoding them in a recognizable for-
mat to be returned alongside the results of a query. We now
describe the underlying data model defined for this purpose.

3.1 Available quality indicators
Quality indicators are measurable quantities that are associ-
ated as metadata to domain data, and that are deemed use-
ful to compute certain quality features. The most common
types of indicators that are used in the data quality prac-
tice are available either as the result of deliberate quality
assessment analysis carried out on the data, for example on
completeness estimation, or as provenance information, e.g.
a formal description of the processes that produced the data.
For this work, we are only going to consider the first type
of indicators, which are more immediately associated with
traditional quality dimensions. Among these, we include
those that are routinely computed on the AAEP database
as part of the CSI data quality practice. With reference to
the traditional distinction among quality dimensions offered
in [13], the following types of indicators are considered:

• completeness of a value, i.e. non-null field value in a
record. This may be important to assess, for example,
how many addresses are available (some of the records
in our test data set are missing values in fields that
should be used as keys);

• syntactic correctness of a field with respect to the pars-
ing rules for its domain;

• semantic correctness of a field with respect to value
validation rules;

• internal consistency of a collection of fields within a
record, according to domain-specific rules;

• uniqueness of a record within the database.

Rules vary, of course, for the syntactic and semantic cor-
rectness, as well as for internal consistency of different data
domains. A business tax ID, for example, is a code composed
of a number of sub-fields, for which internal consistency can
sometimes be established; it also contains a checksum digit,
which allows one to test the integrity of the whole code.
In all the cases considered, these rules are well-defined and
quality analysis of individual records will always return a
value.

The uniqueness indicator refers to the classic record link-
age problem, and deserves an explanation. The problem is
to establish the probability that two records in a database
represent the same real-world entity. Most of the tech-
niques that have been developed to address the problem [14,
15, 5, 8] usually provide a classification of each pair of
candidate records into one of three classes (match, non-
match, or undecided). Our project, on the other hand, has
adopted the record clustering approach implemented in the
SAS/DataFlux package for data quality analysis.4 In this

4DataFlux: http://www.dataflux.com/



Figure 1: Use case scenario for certified data exchange

approach a single hash value, called match code, is computed
for each record, independently of all others, based on the val-
ues of some of its fields and on some configurable similarity
rules; domain experts may configure the way field values are
used in the hash function (for instance, they may specify
that only some prefix of a value should be used). Records
with the same hash value are considered duplicates, and a
collection of clusters of such duplicate records is returned.

While there is no guarantee that the choice of hash func-
tion, and of configuration, yields genuine duplicates, past
experiments on AAEP data have led to some configuration
for which the fraction of false positives and false negatives
is acceptable. As it does not need to iterate on a quadratic
number of candidate pairs, the method is linear in the num-
ber of records in the database, thus trading speed for accu-
racy.

A list of the actual set of AAEP indicators is shown in Ta-
ble 1, along with a brief description of their associated rules,
and the domain for their values. It is important to note that
all of these indicators are periodically recomputed for the
AAEP database, independently of any user query.

3.2 Properties of indicators
Indicator are described by a small set of properties that help
the user interpret their values. Firstly, a distinction is made
between exact and statistical indicators. Most of the indi-
cators shown in the table are computed using automated
procedures; in this case, exact indicator values can easily
be associated to each record. However, computing indicator
values can be expensive in some cases. The semantic correct-
ness of a business address, for example, is validated either
by cross-referencing the addresses with other databases, or
by direct inquiry to the company officers. To limit the cost
of the assessment, the value for these indicators may be ob-
tained using statistical sampling, rather than extensive com-
putation. When sampling is performed by drawing from the
entire population without distinction, then a single estimate
for the value, expressed using standard statistics (average,
standard deviation) is associated to each record. However,
to achieve better precision it is sometimes possible to par-
tition the population (i.e., the database) into strata accord-
ing to some natural criteria; for example, the population
of regional businesses may be stratified according to their

province. The term stratification in statistics refers to the
division of a population into sub-populations. It is normally
used when the overall population is heterogeneous, and at
the same time homogeneous sub-groups, or strata, can be
identified. The intended effect of stratification is to improve
the precision of the estimates for each stratum.

A second distinction is the scope within which the indica-
tor value applies. For the most part, indicators are record-
oriented, so that the repository can be indexed using the
data identifier. However occasionally, indicators are associ-
ated to the entire database, for example an estimate of its
completeness relative to one of the primary data sources for
AAEP. Finally, the procedure used to compute the indica-
tor, or its provenance, is also described. For instance, it may
be relevant to know which reference database was used to
assess address correctness, or that duplicate detection was
performed using the “match code” technique.

Indicator descriptors containing these properties are associ-
ated to the actual indicator values returned with the query
result. As for the values themselves, in principle, the vec-
tor of values associated to each record in the query result
could be returned. However, we choose to provide a more
succinct information, consisting of the frequency distribu-
tion of values of each indicator over the query result. One
of the reasons was mentioned earlier: for statistical indi-
cators, the same value may be shared by a large number
of data items. Furthermore, for large results such as those
used in our examples, carrying an additional vector of indi-
cator values would add greatly to the data volume. More
importantly, it is unclear whether, in a realistic setting, a
provider would be willing to release the entire details of its
quality analysis, and whether the users would actually be
interested in such a level of detail.

A complete list of elements for the quality certificate can
be obtained from the XML schema used for its encoding,
shown in Figure 2 (where the attributes are omitted). The
attributes for the qualityIndicator element include its unique
name, the scope (called “applicability”), and its purpose,
along with an optional reference (a URI) to external doc-
umentation on the indicator. The core information is the
quality profile, captured as a exactValues or statisticalValues

sequence structure. Each data point in the sequence is sim-



Short name Description Exact /
statistical

Values

COER DATI CESSAZ AZ consistency between two fields exact boolean, N/A
PRES DATA COST completeness of a date field exact boolean
PRES DENOM completeness of a field exact boolean
PRES NAT GIUR completeness of a field exact boolean
PRES ATECO completeness of a field exact boolean
COER NOME SEDE consistency between two fields exact boolean, N/A
COMPL SEDE LEG completeness of a multi-part field exact code indicating which parts are

present
CORR FORM COD FISC syntactic correctness of a struc-

tured field
exact boolean

COER DATI CESS SEDI consistency between two fields exact boolean, N/A
COER DATI ATT SEDI consistency between two fields exact boolean, N/A
PRES DUPL SEDE LEGALE uniqueness / record linkage exact see note (1)
ACC SINT IND syntactic correctness of a struc-

tured field. See note (2)
exact boolean. See note (3)

ACC SEM IND semantic correctness / currency of
a field

statistical probability estimate of correctness

PRES DUPL SEDI uniqueness / record linkage exact see note (1)

Table 1: Indicators used in the AAEP use case
Notes:
(1) Value is “false” if no duplicates are detected; otherwise, the value is a list of the data sources from which the duplicates
originate.
(2) Correctness uses address normalization followed by a match against a reference database, which is assumes to be correct
and complete.
(3) Value is boolean; however, a third value “fix” indicates that the correct value has been found during the analysis, and it
is available. Note that, for legal reasons, the wrong value may not be replaced.

ply a (name, value) pair, indicating either the exact or the
statistical distribution of values over the data set. When
the values are statistical, additional information is included.
Here is an example:

<qc:qualityIndicator name="acc sem ind"

purpose="Address semantic accuracy"

applicability="record">

<qc:statisticalValues

stratum condition="All"

stratum size="1807320"

sample size="1000">

<qc:dataPoint label="NO" value="0.4" />

<qc:dataPoint label="OK" value="0.6" />

</qc:statisticalValues>

</qc:qualityIndicator>

More sequences of values may be added for multiple strata.
Additionally, the optional algorithm element may be used to
describe the algorithm used to compute the values. This is
particularly useful when reference data sets are involved in
the quality assessment. The following example also shows
that different algorithms, and different reference data sets,
may be used depending on specific enabling conditions. This
is designed to provide great flexibility in the description of
the computation method for indicators:

<qc:qualityIndicator name="acc sint ind"

purpose="Address syntactic accuracy"

applicability="record">

<qc:algorithm name="Match vs reference street atlas"

enabling condition="Normalized address">

<qc:reference dataset

enabling condition="Comune in Piemonte">

<qc:database name="SITAD" ref="" />

</qc:reference dataset>

</qc:algorithm>

<qc:exactValues>

<qc:dataPoint label="Correct"

value="979825" percent="54.2" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Incorrect"

value="654104" percent="36.2" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Fixable"

value="173387" percent="9.6" />

</qc:exactValues>

This fragment indicates that the SITAD reference database
is only used for towns in the Piedmont region. It must be
emphasized that, at this stage in the project, the condi-
tions are expressed using a small vocabulary of keywords
that are assumed known and understood by all parties in-
volved. These are simply annotations on the indicators, and
no automated computation is currently expected on them.
In future work (please see Section 6), our plan is to provide
a more formal definition of such shared vocabulary, for the
purpose of automatic interpretation. Standard provenance
metadata may also be associated to each indicator, using
the meta-inf element. Dublin Core metadata5 is currently
used for this purpose.

5Dublin Core: http://www.dublincore.org



Figure 2: XML schema for quality certification

The model offers several chances for the provider to add col-
lections of data points, using the chart element either as part
of an indicator definition, or at a more global level, under
the certificate root element metadata. When added to an
indicator, the typical use for a chart is simply to suggest a
presentation model for the existing exact or statistical data
points. By providing all the necessary elements for a graph-
ical display, this practical solution simplifies the processing
of the certificate by the client, by removing its need to in-
terpret the data values. For instance, a chart associated to
the acc sint ind presented earlier may read:

<qc:chart title="address syntactic accuracy" type="pie">

<qc:dataPoint label="Correct" value="979825" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Incorrect" value="654104" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Fixable" value="173387"/>

</qc:chart>

Global charts, on the other hand, may convey additional
analytical information that the provider deems important
to clarify data quality, and whose scope is broader than the
indicator. For instance:

<qc:chart xAxis="Condition" yAxis="Data count"

title="Data distribution by condition"

type="histogram">

<qc:dataPoint

label="Formally Correct taxID" value="580054" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="Name present" value="580186" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="HQ name complete" value="576290" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="Beginning date present" value="281262" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="HQ name uniqueness" value="577899" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="Address semantically correct > 55%"

value="1807316" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="Consistent beginning dates" value="579875" />

<qc:dataPoint

label="Consistent termination dates" value="575260" />

</qc:chart>

Finally, a more general statistics element may be used to add
arbitrary (name, value) pairs that do not necessarily fit in
the chart format, often to provide summary metadata. The
following fragment states that the data is the result of a
named canned query on AAEP, and that the user specified
that no quality ratings be computed, but instead requested
that all available metadata be returned.

<qc:statistics name="Model information">

<qc:dataPoint label="Data source" value="AAEP" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Query"

value="Active businesses data from all sources" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Model" value="Metadata only" />

</qc:statistics>

<qc:statistics name="General informations">

<qc:dataPoint label="Total Number" value="1807316" />

<qc:dataPoint label="Data satisfying all conditions"

value="153592" percent="8.5" />

</qc:statistics>



The chart elements are also used to report on the quality rat-
ings optionally computed on the data using the indicators,
as described next.

4. QUALITY RATING FUNCTIONS
While the “raw” indicators do convey some information re-
garding quality, as we have seen they are often defined at
a low level, and their understanding may require substan-
tial insight into the details of data quality analysis. Even
when the meaning of the individual indicators is clear, it
is often the case that different indicators “point in different
directions”; for example, there may be a trade-off between
data accuracy and timeliness, when accuracy depends on ex-
pensive and time consuming manual validation of the data.
Although the user may decide that, for a particular usage
of data, timeliness is more important than accuracy, it is
difficult to formulate this preference as a decision procedure
on indicator values.

Quality ratings are simpler, pre-defined higher-level metrics
computed from the indicators, that hopefully have a more
intuitive meaning to the end user. Rating models implement
the decision logic corresponding to some of the expected
user preferences, for example by assigning different weights
to different indicators. Data providers may decide to offer
a collection of such ratings models, which may differ in the
relative importance they assign to the indicators. Data con-
sumers may also define their own models; note that, in our
architecture, they are computed on the provider side (be-
cause only summary metadata is delivered to the user), so
that such custom models would have to be hosted by the
provider.

Two main options are available to design ratings models,
namely by manually encoding data experts’ knowledge into
functions of the indicators, or by automatically inducing the
model using machine learning techniques. Our current ex-
periments focus exclusively on the first option. Specifically,
two rating models have been designed, with the help of the
data domain experts, which take into account two differ-
ent sets of indicators. Only preliminary validation has been
performed on these models, using the experts’ judgement as
a subjective metric to assess their effectiveness on sample
data sets. Among several possible choices of decision mod-
els, we have selected decision trees, since they appeared to
accurately capture the experts’ rules. The trees are defined
as follows.

• The rating r is an integer in the conventional range
[−5, 5], 5 being the best rating; a neutral rating of 0
gives no indication as to the expected quality of the
data;

• At each node ni in the tree, the value of a single in-
dicator is tested. The outcome of the test determines
which branch down the tree is taken, and it also de-
termines a partial rating ri;

• when a leaf is reached, a function of the partial ratings
ri is computed to yield the final rating r. In the sim-
plest case, this is just the average of the ri. However,
in the current implementation the rating function may
include user-configurable weights; while naive users are

expected to select one of the available models as a
black box, more advanced users have the option to set
these parameters. Since each ri corresponds exactly
to one indicator, users may assign weights wi to the
indicators in an intuitive way. In this case, the final
rating is

r =

P

i
ri × wi

P

i
wi

(1)

As an example, a (partial view of) one of the available deci-
sion trees is shown in Figure 3. The first two levels test the
presence of the full name of the business, for which two ver-
sions exist (the mutual consistency of these two identifiers
can be tested, the difference in their meaning being quite
subtle). These nodes provide different ratings depending on
the presence of at least one of the two names, along with
a complete address. Of particular interest are the bottom
nodes in the figure, which account for the semantic accu-
racy of addresses. Since this is a statistical indicator, the
expression acc sem ind > X indicates the probability that
any single record has a semantic accuracy greater than X

(rather than referring to a specific record). When this condi-
tion is true, then the rating is a function of this probability,
computed as

r4 = 1 + 20 × (x − 0.8) (2)

For 0.8 ≤ x ≤ 1, this gives 1 ≤ r4 ≤ 5. When the condition
is false, we compute some −5 ≤ r4 < 1 as

r4 = 1 +
15

2
× (x − 0.8) (3)

For completeness, we include the corresponding functions
for the right-hand side version of the same node, which com-
putes similar ratings:

r4 = 1 +
80

3
× (x − 0.85) (4)

r4 = 1 +
120

17
× (x − 0.85) (5)

Quality ratings are computed as requested by the users, for
each individual data item in a query result (ratings can for
the most part be pre-computed, however, as pointed out in
the next section). Similarly to indicator values, the indi-
vidual ratings are then aggregated and only the distribution
of their values is presented in the quality certificate, using
the global chart element for the purpose. Figure 4 shows
the actual chart for the ratings obtained by applying the
tree sketched above, to the second of our test queries. The
results show that most of the AAEP records that originate
from the most authorative original source (this is what the
query returns) get good ratings, according to the model de-
scribed.

5. QUALITY CERTIFICATION DELIVERY
ARCHITECTURE

The prototype has been implemented as a new component
of the existing SAS-based query infrastructure for AAEP, as
shown in Figure 5. The component includes the following
elements:



Figure 3: Example decision tree for some of the indicators in Table 1

Figure 4: Ratings chart for one of the test queries

• a metadata repository, where quality indicators are in-
dexed by data identifier. A separate, smaller structure
is used to hold statistical and dataset-oriented indica-
tors;

• a metadata query interface for accessing the reposi-
tory;

• an interpreter for XML-formatted query requests, and
encoder of quality certificates, which also manages the
entire quality certification process;

• the quality ratings evaluator.

This component is accessed through an XML-based inter-
face, which can easily be wrapped as a Web service. Quality-
unaware queries will continue to flow over the current inter-
face.

Most of the metadata required by the certificate is computed
before query time and stored persistently in the metadata
repository. This information includes all values for the avail-
able indicators, as well as the partial ri quality ratings for
all of the decision trees. This way, the indicator weights wi

are the only dynamic features of metadata; users wishing to
make use of configurable rating models, should be aware that
the final ratings must be computed at query time, according
to equation (1). In summary, user queries are answered as
follows:

• the query is encoded as an XML document by the
client component (JSP in the prototype). The re-
quest includes the query (its logical name in the case of
canned queries) as well as the choice of rating models
to apply, if any;

• the query request is interpreted and forwarded to the
underlying query processor for AAEP;

• for each record in the query result, the metadata repos-
itory is accessed to retrieve the corresponding meta-
data;

• once all indicator values are available, the chosen qual-
ity ratings are retrieved (or computed, if parametric),



Figure 5: Quality certification architecture

and the summary profiles are computed;

• the certificate is encoded in XML and sent across the
interface, separately from the query result.

In this scenario, the client can be very thin, its minimal ca-
pability being to offer the user a choice amongst pre-defined
items, and to render simple charts.

Minimizing the dynamic aspects of certification results in a
scalable architecture. An obvious, but intrusive, further op-
timization would consist in integrating the quality metadata
into the AEEP database, so that no additional queries are
needed at all.

As mentioned in the introduction, the drawback of a concise
certificate information is that there is currently no way for
the user to operate a selection of records based on the sum-
mary quality profiles. In the continuation of this project,
follow-up user queries based on ratings and indicators thresh-
olds will be offered, resulting in a complete two-step inter-
action.

6. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented a general and practical data
model and architecture for providing succinct quality meta-
data information in response to a user query; this metadata
can be assembled efficiently at query time and it can be
interpreted easily by non-expert users.

A number of issues have emerged from our experience with
the initial implementation. Firstly, we have been assuming
that certificates hold metadata that is true to the best of the
provider’s knowledge. In other words, we assume that the
provider is trusted, and we ignore the possibility that the
provider may deliberately mislead its users by crafting un-
truthful certificates. We believe that this falls into a general
issue of trust management, which is not specific to research
on architectures for data quality.

Secondly, indicator values may be incomplete: there is no
guarantee that all values will indeed be available on the
data and at the time when they are needed. When indi-
cators are missing, less significant quality summaries can
still be offered; however, some rating models, including de-
cision trees, are not robust to missing input values. We
are currently investigating solutions in the area of decision
models in the presence of uncertain information, for which
well-understood techniques exist [12].

The issues of reusability of the model and architecture and
scalability of the approach are perhaps the most pressing
from the business perspective. In the CSI architecture, in-
dicators for AAEP data emerge quite naturally as part of
a separate effort devoted to quality management, which is
facilitated by the adoption of integrated SAS data quality
solutions. They are computed incrementally, according to
existing business plans, and reused for the purpose of certi-
fication. We are aware, however, that computing indicators
anew is an expensive proposition that needs to be justified



by a cost/benefit analysis; and that there is hardly any prac-
tical evidence that quality awareness actually brings added
value to data, either in the context of cooperative systems,
or for data marketing.

On the other hand, it is clear that the model and architec-
ture presented in this paper are sufficiently generic to be
applicable to a number of information systems within the
company. The more specific elements of the architecture
are the rating models, which encode specific domain knowl-
edge that may not be reusable beyond the boundaries of a
single system. Based on these considerations, the continua-
tion of the project will address the issue of scalability, with
priority given to strategic data that is central to multiple
cooperative processes.

A final point concerns the vocabulary used in the indica-
tor descriptors, which currently lacks any formal specifica-
tion. Following current trends in semantic web techniques
for data and service annotation (see for instance [7]), one
may attempt to define a formal model, i.e., an ontology of
quality descriptors, for the purpose of sharing the meaning
of the terminology used, and, eventually, for automated pro-
cessing (generation, interpretation) of these annotations. To
the best of our knowledge, this has not yet been done, and
it is part of our plans for further work.
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